
Midjourney tests 2022-05-20

Chris Marquardt testet Midjourney mit verschiedenen 
Prompts. Midjourney erzeugt jeweils vier Bilder.

A smiling hedgehog inside a bush, eating cat food off a white 
plastic plate, holding up fingers that form a peace sign

Two overweight podcasters standing on stage talking about 
photography



Two men wearing headphones, standing on stage at a lectern, 
talking into microphones about photography, unreal engine



Two men wearing headphones, standing on stage at a lectern in 
front of a large crowd, talking into microphones about 
photography, 8k HD



a medium format camera sitting on a table surrounded by 
photographers, backlit



A cat holding an SLR, staring into the sunset, hyperdetailed, 8k, 
beautiful lighting, 200mm focal length, bokeh



A cat taking a photo, looking into the sunset, hyperdetailed, 8k, 
beautiful lighting, 200mm focal length, bokeh 



A bald man with dark-rimmed glasses wearing headphones



A slightly overweight bald man with dark-rimmed glasses 
wearing headphones talking into a microphone



photo of a slightly overweight bald man with dark-rimmed 
glasses wearing headphones talking into a microphone 



a slightly overweight bald man with dark-rimmed glasses 
wearing professional headphones talking into a professional 
microphone, in tuscany, hyperdetailed, 8k, beautiful lighting, 
200mm focal length, bokeh



A slightly overweight bald man wearing dark-rimmed glasses, 
wearing headphones, talking into a microphone, background is a 
beautiful landscape in tuscany, glass of wine, hyperdetailed, 8k, 
photorealistic



Vergleich Midjourney mit DALL-E. DALL-E Bilder von 
reddit.com/r/dalle2 - die Ergebnisse zu den identischen 
Prompts von Midjourney jeweils darunter:

crow/pigeon/duck... wearing futuristic cybernetic battle armour, 
dramatic lighting, portrait, realistic reflections
DALL-E 2:

http://reddit.com/r/dalle2


Midjourney: (Beispiel mit crow)



A cat sitting in a chair made by Tim Burton
DALL-E 2:



Midjourney:

a photo of a sandcastle sculpture of a giant squid at the beach
DALL-E 2:



Midjourney:



Illustration of WALL-E in the style of Salvadore Dali
DALL-E:



Midjourney:



A photo of an evil children's doll eating pizza
DALL-E:



Midjourney:




